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EnergyLogic LLC Acquires the Waste Oil Heating Division of Firelake Manufacturing
Growing Nashville company expands its product offering as well as its distribution network to position
itself for increasing opportunities within the waste oil heating industry.
NASHVILLE, TN, April 13, 2015 – EnergyLogic LLC, a Nashville-area manufacturer of commercial
heating systems fueled by recycled oil, announced today their acquisition of Firelake Manufacturing’s
Waste Oil Heating business. EnergyLogic undertakes this acquisition with the plan of integrating the two
companies while maintaining two separate brands and distinct waste oil heating product lines.
The waste oil heating industry is experiencing renewed growth. This acquisition puts EnergyLogic in a
position to capture more of a market that takes advantage of innovative technologies to heat workspaces
with less energy using environmentally friendly systems that run on recycled oil.
“With a growing economy, a significant decrease in the commodity price of waste oil, and other favorable
market forces, we feel now is the time to both expand our product offering and our market reach,” says
Rob Stevens, President and CEO of EnergyLogic. “We have spent the last few years positioning
ourselves to take a leading role in providing products that create comfort and increase productivity in the
workplace. Firelake’s extensive distribution network and market position allow us to grow our business by
serving an even larger segment of the waste oil heating market while strengthening our presence
geographically”.
EnergyLogic will manufacture Firelake brand units, parts, and accessories in McMinnville, Tennessee,
while assembling, shipping and servicing them at their headquarters in Antioch, Tennessee. The
company anticipates that the acquisition, and the increased product production that comes with it, will
spur further employment in both areas.

About EnergyLogic LLC
EnergyLogic is a manufacturer, seller, and innovator of environmentally friendly heating and cooling
products, providing thoughtful, customized solutions geared to the individual needs of independent
garages, car dealerships, and fleet management companies. We combine best-in-class waste oil
furnaces, boilers and HVLS “Big” fan products with in-house support and a national network of experts,
providing customers with the equipment and custom solutions they need to harness onsite energy and
reduce costs and dependency on conventional energy. All EnergyLogic waste oil furnaces and boilers
are EPA-approved, UL-listed and backed by the industry’s longest warranty. These waste oil burners
provide customers an environmentally-safe manner for recycling oil while reducing or eliminating heating
bills and cradle-to-grave liability and increasing employee comfort. MacroAir fans are LEED certified and
EMI compliant, backed by an industry-leading warranty. EnergyLogic’s products are available direct from
the company’s headquarters, through their distribution partners, as well as through national retailers such
as NAPA Auto Parts, O’Reilly Auto Parts, Advance Auto Parts, and CarQuest Auto Parts. EnergyLogic
products are available in North America and throughout the world, with Russia serving as a primary
international market.
Learn more at www.energylogic.com.

